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single event of Early Modern Mediterranean. Confronting the graphic and textual 
first-hand accounts, we propose a (re) construction of the image of the Alcácer 
Quibir battlefield as perceived by eyewitnesses.
According to the ottoMAn Archive docuMents soMe precAutions which were tAken 
regArding the slAve trAde Abolition in the xix century
Author: Hava Onalan (University of Istanbul)
In Africa, the slave trade was banned officially in the 2nd of July of 1890 at Brussels 
Conference. However, in order to finish the slave trade, some measures were taken 
by the Ottoman Empire in 1857.
gliMpses And MeMory. zAnzibAr, door of the portuguese indiAn oceAn
Author: Maria João Castro (CHAM/NOVA FCSH)
the aim of this article is to map the Portuguese colonial presence on the island of 
Zanzibar from the 16th century to the ascendancy of the European empires in the 
partition of Africa in the 19th century, in a reflection that is drawn in the light of 
postcolonial studies.
the MeMory of the other in wAr writing A cAse study - jorge de henin’s MeMoriAl
Author: Ana Paula Avelar (CHAM/NOVA FCSH; Aberta University)
i will frame discoursive modalities within the context of coeval textual and visual 
representations in extra-European spaces: decoding how narrative modalities 
depicted military events, and their actors, in a historical context, and the way the 
concepts of War and Peace were thus revisited.
thu 18th Jul, 09:30-11:00
the eArly history of elMinA - coloniAl or indigenous?
Author: Harald Gropp
In 1471 the Portuguese reach Elmina (in today Ghana) or São Jorge da Mina and 
built a fort there in 1482. Were they the first Europeans in Elmina? Were they the 
first “foreigners”? What about trade connections of the indigenous people? These 
questions of “precolonial” history will be discussed.
MoveMents in the globAl geopoliticAl boArd: A historicAl review of the relAtionship 
between brAzil And AfricA
Author: Vanessa Andrade (UERJ)
this research discusses the approximation between brazil and the African continent, 
a South-South cooperation, throughout history. It shows the scientific-technical 
and informative period, as a globalization facilitator, leading to a strengthening of 
economics and geopolitics relations between them.
MozAMbique - A gift of MeMories for My Mother
Author: Manuela Gonzaga
Once we lived in Mozambique. How did it happen? How were people selected to 
live overseas? And how was life there? My paper deals not only with memories but 
raises many questions on the life in the Portuguese colonial era.
